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the game is designed to work like a hybrid of pubg and fortnite, meaning that apex legends has been
built with the idea of building on features from previous games so that players will have the option to

crossover from other popular games. the goal of apex legends is to create an experience that has
depth and complexity without being too difficult to follow. it will be interesting to see how respawn

will build the apex legends universe and how it will compare to the popular fortnite universe.
conquer with character in apex legends, a free-to-play* hero shooter where legendary characters

with powerful abilities team up to battle for fame & fortune on the fringes of the frontier.key
features:a roster of legendary characters - master a growing roster of powerful legends, each with
their own unique personality, strengths, and abilities that are easy to pick up, but challenging to

truly masterbuild your crew - choose your legend and combine their unique skills together with other
players to form the ultimate crew.strategic squad play - whether you're battling on a massive

floating city in battle royale or dueling in close-quarters arenas, you'll need to think fast. master your
legend's unique abilities and coordinate with your teammates to discover new tactics and powerful

combinations.innovative combat - master an expanding assortment of powerful weapons and
equipment. you'll need to move fast and learn the rhythms of each weapon to get the most of your
arsenal. plus change it up in limited-time modes, and get ready for a boatload of new content each

season.ever-expanding universe - apex legends takes place in an immersive universe where the
story continues to evolve, maps change each season, and new legends keep joining the fight. make

your mark on the apex games with a multitude of distinctive outfits and join the
adventure!*conditions & restrictions apply:
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yes. it is possible to use
the non-linear part of the

standard curve for
calculation of results. the
legendplex data analysis

software uses a five-
parameter curve-fitting

algorithm, which
determines the minimum
and maximum detection
concentrations of each

target and reports them. if
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sample concentrations fall
outside of the maximum

detectable range, the
sample will have to be

diluted and re-analyzed.
apex legends mobile

release time has been
confirmed for 5am bst on
may 17 ( eurogamer ) for
android and ios devices.

there will be slight
differences for those

downloading the game in
north america, as the
launch time has been
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confirmed for 9pm pt on
may 16. as with all global

launches, there is a chance
for delays, so fans should
keep an eye on the official

twitter accounts for the
game to receive the latest

information. the legend
brings the power of apex
legends to your screen.
this vaporwave visual

effects showcase from the
apex legends soundtrack

features new and returning
tracks from the game's
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original soundtrack,
composed by jonathan
coulton, plus the new

track, "grow the trees." for
those who want to get

ready early, you can log
into the google playstore

or apple app store and pre-
register for the apex

legends mobile global
launch. doing so will also
unlock certain rewards for

when the game arrives
later this month, but the
number will depend on
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how many people sign up.
the latest rewards will

unlock if the game hits 15
million and 25 million pre-
registrations respectively,
adding a new holospray
and pathfinders sunfire
initiate skin to the list of
bonuses. if a single laser

instrument is used for both
reporter (pe) and

classification
(pe/cyanine5), then

compensation is needed to
resolve the signal spillover
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from pe to pe/cyanine5
and vice-versa. even on
dual laser instruments,

some compensation may
be required. please check
your machine for the need
for compensation. when

compensation is required,
use the provided

calibration beads and
follow the flow cytometer
setup instructions in the
legendplex manual. in

addition, adjust the pmt
voltages such that there is
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good bead separation, the
bead populations are not
out of scale, and the pe
signal is appropriately

amplified to ensure proper
signal sensitivity. conquer

with character in apex
legends, a free-to-play*

hero shooter where
legendary characters with
powerful abilities team up

to battle for fame &
fortune on the fringes of

the frontier. key features: a
roster of legendary
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characters - master a
growing roster of powerful
legends, each with their
own unique personality,

strengths, and abilities that
are easy to pick up, but

challenging to truly master
build your crew - choose
your legend and combine

their unique skills together
with other players to form

the ultimate crew.
strategic squad play -

whether you're battling on
a massive floating city in
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battle royale or dueling in
close-quarters arenas,

you'll need to think fast.
master your legend's
unique abilities and
coordinate with your

teammates to discover
new tactics and powerful
combinations. innovative

combat - master an
expanding assortment of
powerful weapons and

equipment. you'll need to
move fast and learn the

rhythms of each weapon to
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get the most of your
arsenal. plus change it up
in limited-time modes, and
get ready for a boatload of
new content each season.
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